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Abstract 
We study the long-term performance of companies listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange             

that announced their intention to repurchase shares between the years of 2005 and 2013. We               

test the hypothesis that the market underreacts to share repurchase announcements and that             

repurchasing firms consequently outperform the market in the following years. We find that             

repurchasing firms yield a cumulative abnormal return of 15.76 percent, significant at the 1              

percent level, over the four years following the announcement. To address the concern that              

microcaps may be driving the results, we also investigate the differences in abnormal returns              

between companies of different sizes. We form three portfolios based on market            

capitalization and find that the large, medium-sized and small companies yield 14.34 percent,             

20.13 percent and 6.61 percent respectively. 

 

Keywords: Open market share repurchase, Abnormal return, Sweden, Stockholm Stock 

Exchange, NASDAQ OMX Stockholm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sammandrag 
Vi studerar den långsiktiga avvikelseavkastningen för företag noterade på Stockholmsbörsen          

som annonserat aktieåterköp mellan åren 2005 och 2013. Vi testar hypotesen att marknaden             

underreagerar på dessa annonseringar och att aktieåterköpande företag överpresterar         

marknaden de nästkommande åren. Vi finner att företag som återköper aktier ger en             

kumulativ abnormal avkastning på 15,76 %, signifikant på enprocentsnivån, under fyra år           

efter att företaget annonserat ett aktieåterköpsprogram. För att bemöta kritik mot tidigare            

anomaliforskning om att microcaps ofta snedvrider resultaten, undersöker vi skillnader i           

avvikelseavkastning mellan företag i olika storlek. Vi skapar tre portföljer baserat på            

företagens marknadsvärde och finner att stora, mellanstora och små företag genererar en            

kumulativ avvikelseavkastning på 14,34 %, 20,13 % samt 6,61 %. 

 

Nyckelord: Aktieåterköp, Avvikelseavkastning, Stockholmsbörsen, NASDAQ OMX      

Stockholm  
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1. Introduction 

Can investing in repurchasing firms be an investment strategy that outperforms the market?             

Several previous studies suggest that it can (e.g. Ikenberry et al. 1995; Fama & French 2008;                

Peyer & Vermaelen 2009). Since the abnormal return associated with repurchasing firms is             

unexplained by both the Fama-French three-factor model (Fama & French 1993) and the             

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) by Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965), it is regarded as a                

market anomaly (Fama & French 2008). If this market anomaly is prevalent in Swedish              

markets as well, it could be a simple but effective strategy for retail investors to earn                

abnormal returns. However, most of the previous studies have been done on markets other              

than Sweden. Furthermore, many of the methods used to study the topic have received              

criticism for overweighting microcaps and prompting certain biases (Fama 1998; Hou et al.             

2017). To address these issues, this thesis investigates the long-term performance of            

repurchasing firms in Sweden and studies the magnitude of abnormal returns across            

differences in firm size.  

 

Existing theories related to share repurchases predict that the market initially reacts positively             

to the announcement of a share repurchase because of its signalling effect (Vermaelen 1981),              

and its positive effect on earnings per share (Brav et al. 2005). In the long-term, however, the                 

semi-strong version of the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) by Fama (1970) suggests that             

the prices of publicly traded securities reflect all publicly available information and that             

therefore, no abnormal returns can be made by using such information to trade stocks.              

According to the hypothesis, it should therefore not be possible to earn abnormal returns by               

investing in share-repurchasing firms. Ikenberry et al. (1995) empirically support the           

short-term prediction that the market reacts positively to the announcement of a share             

repurchase, but also find evidence that repurchasing firms outperform the market during the             

four years following the announcement, implying that the initial market reaction is too small.              

These findings indicate that one could simply buy repurchasing firms and earn abnormal             

returns – a clear contradiction to the EMH’s claim that no abnormal returns can be made by                 

trading on public information. However, as Fama and French (2008) argue, most of the              

literature on stock market anomalies have used equal-weighted portfolios in their studies, a             
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method that may overweight microcaps. Microcaps are the smallest publicly traded firms and             

they represent 60 percent of the total number of stocks trading on the NYSE, AMEX and                

NASDAQ, but account only for 3 percent of the total market capitalization (Fama & French               

2008).  

 

To address the problems associated with using an equal-weighted portfolio, Hou et al. (2017)              

replicate many of the most frequently cited anomalies and use a value-weighted method             

instead. In their large replication of 447 anomalies, the authors find that 286 (64 percent) of                

them are insignificant at the five percent level. Hou et al. (2017) accredit the large               

discrepancy between the results of the replications and those of the original studies largely to               

the weighting of microcaps. The authors claim that since microcaps produce the highest             

equal-weighted returns and have been given too much weight in previous studies, many             

anomalies have been exaggerated or are even inaccurate. 

 

One anomaly that Hou et al. (2017) do not replicate in their study is the long-term                

performance of repurchasing firms. Ikenberry et al. (1995) use an equal-weighted           

buy-and-hold (BHAR) method and compare their portfolio to a reference portfolio similar in             

size and book-to-market. Although such an approach attempts to control for the effects of              

microcaps, reference portfolios come with other biases, such as the risk that firms in the               

reference portfolio drive the results (Fama 1998; Mitchell & Stafford 2000). Despite Hou et              

al.’s (2017) criticism of the tendency to overweight microcaps in anomaly-studies, it is             

important to note that repurchasing firms differ from other anomalies in important ways.             

When studying anomalies like momentum or value-versus-growth ratios, companies in all           

sizes are of interest. In contrast, when studying repurchasing firms, only firms that repurchase              

shares are of importance and these tend to be larger than the median firm (Brav et al. 2005).                  

Consequently, the sample in studies on repurchasing firms tends to contain a smaller number              

of microcaps than in other anomaly-studies and the share repurchase-anomaly may therefore            

be less susceptible to the risk of overweighting microcaps.  

 

In an attempt to test the robustness of previous findings and asses their pervasiveness across               

differences in firm size, we investigate the long-term performance of repurchasing firms in             

Sweden and assess the anomaly’s presence on the Stockholm Stock Exchange. We also form              
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three portfolios based on size to assess whether the anomaly is pervasive across all firm sizes.                

By doing so, we are able to analyze the anomaly in each respective size category and draw                 

inferences about the risks of equal-weights skewing the results in studies on repurchasing             

firms. We believe this is a topic of interest for investors and academics alike as it provides                 

insights to the premises of the efficient market hypothesis and assesses the robustness of              

previous findings about share repurchases.  

 

1.1 Disposition 

The thesis is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines the theoretical framework we use as               

well as the findings in previous literature. Section 3 explains the method used and motivates               

the methodological choices made. Section 4 demonstrates our results, analyzes our findings            

and discusses how our findings relate to previous literature. Section 5 summarizes the             

findings and outline the conclusions that can be drawn from the study.  
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2. Literature Review 

 

In this section, we discuss theories related to share repurchases and summarize the findings              

of previous empirical studies on the topic. First, we outline the efficient market hypothesis as               

it relates to incorporating public information into the share price. We then describe the              

premises of signalling theory and its predictions regarding the short-term market reaction to             

share repurchases. Finally, we discuss the underreaction hypothesis and the empirical           

findings on the long-term performance of repurchasing firms.  

 

2.1 The Efficient Market Hypothesis 

The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) can be divided into three different versions: weak,             

semi-strong and strong. The weak version of the EMH claims that the current share price               

reflects all the historic prices available to the public, meaning that technical analysis of trends               

and patterns in the history of the share price cannot be used to earn abnormal returns. The                 

semi-strong version of the EMH suggests that share prices reflect both historic information             

and all publicly available information, making it impossible to earn abnormal returns by             

trading on publicly available information. The semi-strong EMH further holds that the market             

immediately reacts to new information and incorporates it into the share price. Lastly, the              

strong version of the EMH claims that the share price is reflected by all types of information,                 

both private and public (Fama 1970). 

 

2.2 Signalling Theory 

The basic premise of the signalling theory is that information conveyed by companies send              

signals to the market. This relies on the assumption that there is information asymmetry              

between the companies’ management and external investors (Comment & Jarrell 1991;           

Vermaelen 1981). Due to the information asymmetry, a firm’s managers are in a better              

position than outside investors to assess whether the shares are undervalued, which is a              
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commonly stated reason for repurchasing shares (Brav et al. 2005). When a company             

announces a share repurchase, signalling theory suggests that the announcement may be            

interpreted as a signal that the company’s management team believes that the shares are              

undervalued, which would then cause the share price to increase (Comment & Jarrell 1991;              

Vermaelen 1981). There are several empirical studies that support this general prediction. For             

example, previous literature demonstrates that the days following the announcement of a            

share repurchase, the shares yield an abnormal return of 2.9-3.5 percent (Ikenberry et al.              

1995; Peyer & Vermaelen 2005; Peyer & Vermaelen 2009).  

 

2.3 The Underreaction Hypothesis 

Ikenberry et al. (1995) investigate what effect announcements of share repurchases have on             

firms’ abnormal returns. Over the ten-year period studied, they find that, on average, the              

share price initially increases by 3.5 percent and over the following four years the shares               

yield an abnormal return of 12.1 percent. Ikenberry et al. (1995) refer to this phenomenon as                

the underreaction hypothesis. According to signalling theory, share repurchases can be           

interpreted as a signal that the firm’s management believes the share are undervalued.             

However, there are more reasons for doing share repurchases than undervaluation such as             

adjustment of capital structure, payment for acquisitions, protection against takeovers etc.           

(Brav et al. 2005). Since there may be reasons other than undervaluation for a share               

repurchase, Ikenberry et al. (1995) propose that the market views share repurchases            

sceptically and values them conservatively, resulting in a systematic underreaction. Previous           

literature has come to similar conclusions. For instance, Lakonishok and Vermaelen (1990)            

find that firms that do share repurchases through tender offers experience abnormal returns             

during the following two years, which indicates a similar underreaction pattern. 

 

According to the semi-strong version of the EMH, an efficient market should react fully to               

the announcement of a share repurchase and incorporate the value of the signal into the new                

share price (Ikenberry et al. 1995). In theory, then, the share price should adjust to a new                 

equilibrium and there should be no possibility of earning abnormal returns by buying such              

shares. However, as Ikenberry et al. (1995) explain, this is paradoxical because if a firm               
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repurchases its shares because they are undervalued and the shares subsequently increase to             

their fair value after the announcement, then the shares will no longer be undervalued when it                

is time for the firm to buy back the shares from the open market. If accurate, this would make                   

it impossible for a firm to repurchase its shares at a discount, at least through the open                 

market. However, the empirical evidence (e.g. Ikenberry et al. 1995; Peyer and Vermaelen             

2009; Råsbrant 2013) does not support this prediction, but rather indicates that the market              

systematically underestimates the value of the signal.  

 

2.4 Long-term overperformance in repurchasing firms 

Fama and French (2008) highlight a potential problem with the methods used in previous              

literature on anomalies. One common method is to sort the results into equal-weighted (EW)              

portfolios and draw inferences from the top and bottom deciles. The problem with such a               

method is that it assigns microcaps the same weights as large companies. The standard              

deviation of anomaly variables is largest among microcaps and as a result, microcaps are              

more likely to dominate the top and bottom deciles of an equal-weighted portfolio and              

thereby risk exaggerating the results (Fama & French 2008).  

 

The table on the following page summarizes the findings and methods of previous studies on               

the long-term performance of repurchasing firms. 
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Table 1. Previous studies on the long-term performance of repurchasing firms 

Market Abnormal Return Method Weight Time-Span Period Source 

USA 12.1% 
45.3% for value-stocks 

BHAR & CAR EW 4 years 1980-1990 Ikenberry et al. 
(1995) 

Canada 21.4% CAPM with 
three-factor model 

EW 3 years 1989-1997 Ikenberry et al. 
(2000) 

USA 23.6% BHAR EW 4 years 1980-1996 Chan et al. 
(2004) 

Hong 
Kong 

0% 
20% for value-stocks 

BHAR EW 4 years 1993-1997 Zhang (2005) 

USA 24.25% RATS with 
three-factor model 

EW 4 years 1991-2001 Peyer and 
Vermaelen 
(2009) 

USA 12.5% RATS with 
three-factor model 

EW 3 years 1994-2007 Yook (2010) 

Sweden Year 1: 7% 
Year 2: 0% 

RATS with 
three-factor model 

EW 2 years 2000-2010 Råsbrant 
(2013) 

 

Table 1. The table summarizes the findings of previous studies on the long-term performance of firms following                 

the announcement of a share repurchase program. The table also lists the methods used in previous studies. 

 

As can be observed from Table 1, most studies find support for the underreaction hypothesis               

but do so while equal-weighting their portfolios. There are pros and cons with using such an                

approach. Fama (1998) criticize the use of equal-weights by demonstrating that many of the              

reported anomalies tend to disappear when tested using a method that controls for microcaps.              

This is further demonstrated by Hou et al. (2017) who replicate 447 anomalies and find that                

286 (64 percent) of them are insignificant at the 5 percent level when value-weights are               

applied and the ones that are significant are not as substantial as initially reported.              

Furthermore, when the authors impose a cutoff t-value of 3, 380 (85 percent) of the               

anomalies are insignificant. Despite these arguments, Peyer and Vermaelen (2009) choose to            

use equal-weighted portfolios and explain their decision by stating that they are uninterested             

in the efficient parts of the market and that by using equal-weights, they are more likely to                 

identify the less efficient parts. The authors further inform that they are “not trying to assess                

the macroeconomic relevance of an anomaly or to make an inference about the general level               

of efficiency of the stock market” (Peyer & Vermaelen 2009, p. 1702).  
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Despite the criticism of using equal-weights in the anomaly-literature (e.g. Fama 1998; Fama             

& French 2008; Mitchell & Stafford 2000; Hou et al. 2017), Fama and French (2008) find no                 

difference in abnormal returns for repurchasing firms across microcaps, small and large firms             

even when controlling for microcaps. This suggests that the anomaly could be pervasive             

across differences in firm size and that an equal-weighted method may be appropriate after              

all.  

 

Based on existing theories and the empirical evidence reported in this section, we formulate              

the following hypotheses: 

 

H1: Firms announcing share repurchases yield abnormal returns in the long-term.  

H2: There is no significant difference in abnormal returns across differences in firm size. 

 

2.5 Summary of literature review 

The semi-strong version of the efficient market hypothesis holds that all publicly available             

information is included in the price of a security. Signalling theory suggests that the market               

may interpret the announcement of a share repurchase as a signal that the managers believe               

the shares are undervalued. Combined, the theories imply that the market should immediately             

incorporate the signalling value of the share repurchase announcement into the share price.             

Conversely, the underreaction hypothesis proposes that the market systematically         

undervalues the share repurchase signal and that repurchasing firms therefore enjoy abnormal            

returns for several years after the share repurchase announcement. The underreaction           

hypothesis is supported by empirical evidence mainly in markets other than Sweden.            

However, the mentioned past studies mostly use methods that risk overweighting microcaps            

and may therefore not be representative of the market as a whole. 
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3. Method 

 

In this section we outline the method used to test our hypothesis. We start by explaining our                 

choice of method and compare it with those used in other studies. We then define our data                 

selection criteria and describe the event of interest, followed by a description of our sample.               

We finally explain the model we use to estimate abnormal returns and illustrate the equations               

we use to test our hypothesis. 

 

3.1 Introduction to method 

The study is conducted as a long-term event study since it is a good measure of how the                  

market reacts to new information and what effect that information has on the value of a firm                 

(MacKinlay 1997). We choose four years to represent long-term since it is a period consistent               

with those used in previous studies (see Table 1, p. 7). We use a method similar to that of                   

Peyer and Vermaelen (2009), who use Ibbotson’s (1975) Return Across Time and Securities             

(RATS) and the three-factor model by Fama and French (1993) to estimate abnormal returns. 

  

In the study by Ikenberry et al. (1995), the authors use a buy-and-hold-strategy (BHAR) to               

calculate the abnormal return following the share repurchase announcement. They argue that            

such a method represents a more realistic investment strategy than other methods. However,             

BHAR is a time-consuming method and we therefore find it unsuitable for this thesis              

time-restrictions. Furthermore, BHAR has been criticized by Fama (1998) and Mitchell and            

Stafford (2000) for incorporating certain biases into the model. Råsbrant (2013) uses RATS             

in his study of abnormal returns following share repurchase announcements in Sweden and             

argues that an advantage of the RATS method is that it takes into account the varying levels                 

of risk for each firm. Råsbrant (2013) slightly expands Peyer and Vermaelen’s (2009) method              

by adding the momentum-factor developed by Cahart (1997) into the three-factor model.            

Though this expansion may give somewhat more accurate results, we argue that building on              
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Peyer and Vermaelen’s (2009) method is better suited for the purposes and time-constraints             

of this thesis. We therefore choose not to include the Cahart’s (1997) momentum-factor.  

 

3.2 Data Description 

The sample consists of 198 observations from 83 different companies that announced share             

repurchases between the years of 2005 to 2013 (NASDAQ 2018). Out of the 83 companies,               

47 made more than one repurchase announcement during the studied period. The selection             

process and the criteria we use are outlined in section 3.3.2. 

 

Table 2. Number of share repurchase announcements per year 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

15 16 29 33 18 16 29 25 21 
 

Table 2. The table displays the number of share repurchase announcements on the Stockholm Stock Exchange                

from 2005 to 2013. 77 percent of the observations in our sample are larger than the median firm size on the                     

Stockholm Stock Exchange in the respective years.  

 

3.3 Event Study 

Event studies are used for assessing what effect new information has on a share price, both                

short-term and long-term (Kothari 2001). It is the approach used in all of the cited studies on                 

share repurchases in this thesis and we therefore choose to use it too. We construct our study                 

using the model for event studies presented by Campbell et al. (1997). First, we define the                

event of interest (3.3.1). Second, we describe the criteria we use in our data collection process                

(3.3.2). Finally, we describe how we estimate normal and abnormal returns (3.4.1) and how              

we split the observations into portfolios (3.4.2). 

 

3.3.1 Event Definition 

We investigate the long-term performance of companies that announce share repurchases on            

the Stockholm Stock Exchange. The event of interest in this study is therefore the event when                
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the market receives information about a firm’s plan to repurchase shares. In Sweden,             

decisions to repurchase shares must first be authorized by the shareholders at a general              

shareholders’ meeting (Råsbrant 2013). Such an authorization does not mean the company            

will repurchase shares – only that it has the right to. We therefore look at when firms act on                   

the authorization. Companies have certain leeway in how they choose to communicate a             

share repurchase. They can either announce that they will initiate a share repurchase program              

or simply announce that they have repurchased shares within 7 days of the repurchase              

(NASDAQ 2018). Both these ways of communicating the share repurchase therefore satisfy            

our criteria. We therefore look for press releases stating either that (i) a company is going to                 

initiate a share repurchase program or that (ii) a company has just repurchased shares for the                

first time that year. Both of these events satisfy our criteria since they both represent the first                 

information the market receives about the share repurchase. 

  

This study is only concerned with the long-term performance of repurchasing firms and             

therefore disregards the short-term effects of share repurchase announcements. It is common            

for there to be a positive initial reaction to the announcement of a share repurchase (e.g.                

Ikenberry et al. 1995; Fama & French 2008; Peyer & Vermaelen 2009). To fairly assess the                

long-term performance of the firms in our sample, it is important that we do not include the                 

initial reactions to the announcement in the long-term performance. To achieve this, we wait              

with including a firm in a portfolio until the 1st of the month after the announcement. This                 

approach is consistent with the calendar-time portfolio approach proposed by Fama (1998)            

and Mitchell and Stafford (2000). The same method is also used by Peyer and Vermaelen               

(2009) and Råsbrant (2013). A potential problem with this approach is that firms that              

announce share repurchases in the last days of a month are included in the portfolio only one                 

or two days after the announcement. This could result in an overestimation of the first               

month’s abnormal return. However, this is only the case for 13 of the 198 observations and                

since we study the abnormal return over four years time, the risk of a slight overestimation in                 

the initial month is unlikely to have any noticeable effect on the four-year results. 
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3.3.2 Selection Criteria 

All public companies in Sweden are obliged to inform the market when they do a share                

repurchase (Råsbrant 2013). From the NASDAQ website, we identify companies on the            

Stockholm Stock Exchange (OMX) that either announced a share repurchase or reported their             

intention to initiate a share repurchase program between the years 2005-2013. We choose to              

study 2005-2013 since this gives us a sufficient number of observations to apply statistical              

models to without exceeding the time constraints of the thesis. 

 

Over half of the companies in our sample announced several share repurchase-programs in             

the period. We choose to include all these repurchase programs, regardless of whether or not               

the same firm initiated several programs in the studied period. We do this because firms that                

carry out several repurchase programs may be particularly interesting since a second            

repurchase program can imply that the managers still believe the shares of the firm are               

undervalued. Excluding such firms could therefore eliminate the firms showing the greatest            

abnormal returns. A potential risk with this treatment is that these repeat repurchasing firms              

may dominate the portfolios and skew the results. However, Ikenberry et al. (1995) find that               

although repeat repurchasing firms perform slightly better than the rest of their sample, they              

do not dominate the overall results and further find that firms that only do one share                

repurchase program in the period still yield abnormal returns the following four years.             

However, to be sure that the repeat repurchasing firms do not dominate any of the portfolios,                

we control for such firms by testing two separate portfolios: one with repeat repurchasing              

firms and one with single-time repurchasing firms. 

 

We use the database EIKON to find the total monthly return and the market value for each                 1 2

firm in our sample for event months 1 to for 48 (month 0 being the month of the share                   

repurchase announcement). We thereafter gather the monthly total return index for the            

Stockholm Stock Exchange for the period 2005-2017 . If a firm is delisted or goes bankrupt,               3

we put the remaining event months equal to the total return index SIXRX. 

1 The dividend-inclusive total return index (RI) for each firm is used to collect the monthly returns 
2 The code for gathering the market values of firms is: MVC 
3 The code used for the market’s monthly total return index is: SIXRX 
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3.4 Long-term Abnormal Returns 

3.4.1 RATS and the Three-Factor Model 

To calculate abnormal returns for the four years following the announcement of a share              

repurchase, we use Ibbotson’s (1975) Return Across Time and Securities (RATS) and regress             

the monthly portfolios with Fama and French’s (1993) three-factor model. We use the             

calendar-time portfolio method, advocated by Fama (1998) and Mitchell and Stafford (2000),            

by creating monthly portfolios for months 1 through 48. Each observation is included in the               

portfolio on the 1st of the month after the share repurchase announcement and the return is                

realized each month. The benefit of this approach is that it allows for the systematic risk to be                  

adjusted each month (Ibbotson 1975). We also regress the abnormal returns each month on              

the factors in Fama and French’s (1993) three-factor model. These factors are: size,             

book-to-market and market risk. Size is the total market value of the firm, book-to-market is               

the book value of equity over the market value of the firm and the market risk is the                  

non-diversifiable risk of the share (Fama & French 1993). The following regression is run              

each event month j for months 1-48 (j=0 is the month of the announcement). 

 

(1) R  )  (R ) SMB HML( i,t − R f ,t = α j + βj m,t − Rf ,t + cj t + dj t + εi,t  
 

 = Return on security i in month t, where month t corresponds with event month j.Ri,t  

 = The risk-free return in month t, measured as the 1-month Swedish T-Bill. R f ,t   

 = The intercept for event month j. The estimated intercept represents the abnormal return in month j. α j  

 = The beta-variable for each firm. Represents the undiversifiable risk.βj   

 = Market return for month t. Measured as the return on the SIXRX index.Rm,t   

 = The monthly return on the size factor in month t. Calculated as average return for small firms minus SMBt  

average return for large firms for month t and event month j. 

 = The monthly return on the book-to-market factor in month t. Calculated as average return for high HMLt  

book-to-market firms minus average return for low book-to-market firms for month t and event month j. 

 

The monthly intercepts ( ) are cumulated to calculate the yearly abnormal returns (CAR).    α j           

We calculate the CAR for months +1, +48 as well as the yearly equivalents to see when the                  
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return occurs (+1, +12; +13, +24; +25, +36; +37, +48). We download data about SMB and                

HML from Swedish House of Finance (Swedish House of Finance 2018).  

 

3.4.2 Portfolio Formation 

A common approach is to sort firms on size and book-to-market (e.g. Fama & French 1993;                

Peyer & Vermaelen 2009; Råsbrant 2013). However, since this has been done many times              

before and because the interest of this study lies in determining whether the anomaly is               

pervasive across differences in size, we choose to only sort on size. We therefore split our                

sample into three different portfolios based on the companies’ market capitalization. The            

firms are split into the following portfolios: Portfolio 100-80, Portfolio 80-50 and Portfolio             

50-0, which consist of the observations that are larger than the 80th percentile, between the               

80th and 50th percentile and lower than the 50th percentile of firms on the Stockholm Stock                

Exchange respectively. These breakpoints were chosen partly because they reflect the spread            

of size in our sample but also because they allow us to separate the large firms from the                  

microcaps. Fama and French (2008) demonstrate that microcaps represent 60 percent of firms             

on the NYSE/Amex/NASDAQ. Although we do not have any such statistics for the Swedish              

Stock Exchange, we find a breakpoint at the 50th percentile appropriate since it alleviates the               

impact of microcaps on the two other portfolios. The 80th and 50th percentile breakpoints are               

calculated in December each year. The average yearly breakpoints for the 80th and 50th              

percentiles are 12.38 billion SEK and 1.66 billion SEK. The yearly breakpoints vary between              

the years and a full list of the yearly breakpoints can be found in Appendix A.  

 

We allocate each observation to its respective portfolio based on its market capitalization in              

December the year preceding event month 1. We then rebalance the portfolios every twelve              

months, based on companies the December market capitalization, similarly to Peyer and            

Vermaelen (2009) and Råsbrant (2013). To illustrate, if a firm announces a share repurchase              

program in May 2007, its size as of December 2006 is compared with the size breakpoints for                 

2006 and placed in a portfolio accordingly. We then rebalance the portfolio in event month               

13 (25, 37) based on the firm’s market capitalization in December 2007 (2008, 2009).  
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This approach leaves us with one portfolio for the full sample (P-All) and three portfolios               

sorted on size: Portfolio 100-80 (P100-80), Portfolio 80-50 (P80-50) and Portfolio 50-0            

(P50-0), as demonstrated by Table 3. 

 

Table 3. The number of observations in each portfolio 

Event Months Portfolio All Portfolio 100-80 Portfolio 80-50 Portfolio 50-0 

1-12 198 71 82 45 

13-24 198 69 80 49 

25-36 198 73 75 50 

37-48 198 74 72 52 

 

Table 3. The table displays the number of observations for the full sample and the three portfolios based on size                    

for each respective 12 month-period. The portfolios are rebalanced in event months 13, 25 and 37.  

 

3.5 Hypothesis Testing 

To test H1, we first use Equation 1 to calculate the monthly abnormal return for months 1                 

through 48. We then cumulate the monthly intercepts using Equation 2, resulting in a              

cumulative abnormal return (CAR) for the both the four-year period and the individual years.  

 

We use a one-tailed t-test to see if our CAR-results are significantly greater than zero. A                

one-tailed t-test is used since H1 is also one-tailed, i.e. we expect our sample to yield positive                 

abnormal returns. In order to carry out the t-test, we first calculate the standard error as                

shown in Equation 3. We then use Equation 4 to perform the t-test. The critical value of the                  

t-test is 5 percent. We therefore reject the null hypothesis if our findings are equal to, or less                  

than 5 percent. Although period +1 to +48 is of greatest interest, we also calculate CAR for                 

each year (+1, +12; +13, +24; +25, +36; +37, +48) to see when the abnormal return occurs in                  

time. To test H2, we perform a t-test on the differences in CAR between the three size-based                 

portfolios using Equations 5-7. The equations are used three times, once between each pair of               

portfolios.  
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Equation 1: Return Across Time and Sequence (RATS). Used to calculate the monthly 

abnormal returns.  

 

(1) R  )  (R ) SMB HML( i,t − R f ,t = α j + βj m,t − Rf ,t + cj t + dj t + εi,t  

 

Equation 2 (H1): Cumulative abnormal return (CAR). Estimated intercepts from the 48            

regressions for each portfolio are accumulated to calculate CAR for the periods .  

 

(2)  AR  C j=1,j=48 = ∑
j=48

j=1
α j  

 

Equation 3 (H1): Standard error. The standard error is calculated for the sample to perform 

the t-test in equation 4. 

(3) E  S = √ e[α ] ∑
j=48

j=1
s  

j
2  

 

Equation 4 (H1): T-test. In order to test whether the findings of our hypothesis are 

significant, a one-tailed t-test is used. 

 

(4) estT − T = SE
CAR j=1,j=48  

 

Equation 5 (H2): To perform the t-test in Equation 7, we first calculate the common variance 

for the portfolios. As required when testing the difference between means, we assume that the 

variance is identical for the portfolios and that the populations are normally distributed.  

 

(5) SEM = 2
S −S 2

P 100−80
2
P 80−50  

 

Equation 6 (H2): The standard error is estimated for all three pairs of portfolios. 

 

(6)  SP 100−80−P 80−50 = √ n
2MSE  
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Equation 7 (H2): The t-test is performed to test the significance of the differences between 

the CAR-results of the size-portfolios.  

 

(7) estT − T = S P 100−80−P 80−50

CAR −CAR P 100−80 P 80−50  
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4. Results and Analysis 

 

In this section we present the results for the full sample and for the three size-based portfolios                 

P100-80, P80-50 and P50-0. First, we present the yearly cumulative abnormal return for the              

full sample, analyze the results and compare them to the findings in previous literature.              

Second, we graphically display the different performance of the three size-based portfolios            

and explore possible explanations for the results. 

 

4.1 Long-term Performance in Repurchasing Firms (H1) 

The main hypothesis of the study (H1) is that firms announcing share repurchases yield              

abnormal returns over the years following the announcement. Our findings reveal that the full              

portfolio (P-All) yields a cumulative abnormal return of 15.76 percent over the 48 months              

following the announcement of a share repurchase. The result is significant at the 1 percent               

level and H1 is therefore confirmed. The yearly returns are displayed in Table 4.  

 

Table 4. Abnormal returns for the Portfolio All 

Months CAR Months AR 

1 to 12 1.23% 1 to 12 1.23% 

1 to 24 7.68%** 13 to 24 6.46%** 

1 to 36 11.08%** 25 to 36 3.40%* 

1 to 48 15.76%** 37 to 48 4.67%* 
 

Table 4. The table displays the cumulative abnormal return (CAR), as well as the abnormal return (AR) each                  

year for Portfolio All. Values that are significant at the 5 percent level are marked with an asterisk (*). Values                    

that are significant at the 1 percent level are marked with two asterisks (**). 
 

These findings indicate that the market’s initial reaction to the announcement of a share              

repurchase is too small, as suggested by the underreaction hypothesis. This study does not              
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measure the initial reaction to the share repurchase announcement since this has been done              

many times before, but it is fairly safe to assume that the reaction was positive (e.g. Ikenberry                 

et al. 1995; Peyer & Vermaelen 2009; Råsbrant 2013). However, it appears as if the market                

does not fully appreciate the value of the share repurchase signal and that the signalling value                

is not fully incorporated into the share price until many years later. This is a clear                

contradiction to the semi-strong version of the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) and its             

claim that all publicly available information is reflected in the price of a security.              

Furthermore, since the CAPM and the three-factor model fail to explain the abnormal returns,              

the anomaly appears to be present in the Swedish Stock Exchange as well.  

 

So why does the market underreact? And why does it still underreact even though the               

anomaly has been confirmed again and again over the last two decades? Peyer and              

Vermaelen (2009) put forth a possible explanation. They find that the stocks that experience              

the most severe stock-price declines in the six months prior to the repurchase announcement              

are the ones that perform the best over the four consequent years. They describe this               

phenomenon as an overreaction to negative news and suggest that this overreaction is what              

creates the undervaluation that managers later act on to repurchase the firm’s shares. Peyer              

and Vermaelen (2009) also explore the analyst mistake hypothesis. This hypothesis suggests            

that the share repurchase is a response to the undervaluation caused by analysts’ mistakes.              

And since analysts are unlikely to acknowledge their own faulty recommendations, the share             

repurchase is unlikely to be supported by the analysts and their followers. Both of these               

explanations are hypothetical and need to tested empirically, but we mention them here to              

demonstrate the complexity of the anomaly. 

 

One area where our results differ from those in most of the previous literature is the first                 

twelve months. Ikenberry et al. (1995), Peyer and Vermaelen (2009) and Råsbrant (2013)             

report abnormal returns of 2.04 percent, 2.67 percent and 7 percent respectively in the first               

twelve months while we find an abnormal return of 1.23 percent that is not significantly               

different from zero. One potential explanation for this is that the studies conducted in the US                

have a significantly larger sample, 1,300 observations in Ikenberry’s study and 3,500 in Peyer              

and Vermaelen’s. The larger sample size allows the US studies to obtain statistically             
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significant results even for the smaller abnormal returns, which is more difficult with a              

sample size of 198 as in this study.  

 

The large discrepancy between our results and those of Råsbrant (2013) are trickier. Both              

studies use similar methods, only differing in Råsbrant’s use of Cahart’s (1997)            

momentum-factor, and are conducted on the same market. The main difference is the             

time-period of the study. Råsbrant (2013) investigates firms between 2000 and 2009 whereas             

we study firms between 2005-2013. However, other than just using NASDAQ to collect data              

on share repurchases, Råsbrant (2013) gathers data from companies’ websites and           

AffärsData, and is therefore able to identify more observations than we are in the overlapping               

years. For instance, Råsbrant’s sample for 2008 consists of 53 share repurchase programs             

while our 2008 sample consists only of 33. These sample differences combined with the              

omitted momentum-factor in our study may hold the explanation to why the results are not               

more alike.  

 

4.1.1 Robustness of Results 

One potential issue with our study is our treatment of firms that initiate more than one                

repurchase program. Both repeat repurchasing firms and firms that only conducted one share             

repurchase program in the period 2005-2013 are included in the portfolio. The risk with this               

treatment is that the repeat repurchasing firms may drive the results. We control for this risk                

by splitting the repeat repurchasing firms from the single-time repurchasing firms into two             

portfolios and running the monthly regressions again. We find that repeat repurchasing firms             

yield an abnormal return of 15.28 percent and the single-time repurchasing firms yield 18.33              

percent, significant at the 1 percent and 5 percent levels respectively, and we therefore              

conclude that our treatment of repeat repurchasing firms is not exaggerating the results. For              

yearly returns, see Appendix C. 

4.2 Differences in CAR across firm sizes (H2) 

The second hypothesis of the study is that the anomaly is pervasive, and not significantly               

different, across differences in firm size. The hypothesis is based on Fama and French’s              
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(2008) findings that the anomaly is present across all firm sizes. The three portfolios,              

P100-80, P80-50 and P50-0 yield an abnormal return of 14.34 percent, 20.13 percent and              

6.61 percent respectively. The results for P100-80 and P80-50 are statistically significant at             

the 1 percent level but P50-0 is not significantly different from zero. We therefore reject H2,                

the anomaly is not pervasive across all firm sizes. These findings are displayed in detail in                

Figure 1 and Table 5. 

 

Figure 1. Cumulative abnormal returns for all portfolios. 

 

Figure 1. The figure illustrates the cumulative abnormal return (CAR) for the full sample (P-All) and the three                  

portfolios sorted on size (P100-80, P80-50, P50-0). CAR is calculated using Ibbotson’s Return Across Time and                

Securities (RATS) (1975) and regressed on Fama-French’s three-factor model (1993). The graph displays the              

CAR during a 48 month period following share repurchase announcements.  
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Table 5. Cumulative abnormal returns for the different portfolios 

Months Portfolio All Portfolio 100-80 Portfolio 80-50 Portfolio 50-0 

1 to 12 1.23% 0.49% 1.57% 0.09% 

13 to 24 6.46%** 6.89%* 8.58%** 2.06% 

25 to 36 3.40% 6.07%* 1.35% 1.99% 

37 to 48 4.67%* 0.89% 8.64%** 2.47% 

1 to 48 15.76%** 14.34%** 20.13%** 6.61% 
 

Table 5. The table displays the cumulative abnormal return each year for the portfolios. Values that are                 

significant at the 5 percent level are marked with an asterisk (*). Values that are significant at the 1 percent                    

level are marked with two asterisks (**). 

 

The results demonstrate that the large firms (P100-80) do not perform as well as the full                

sample but that they still yield statistically significant abnormal returns. The medium-sized            

firms (P80-50) are the best performers in our sample, which is largely driven by their 8.64                

percent cumulative abnormal return in months 37 to 48.  

 

Our choice to sort the observations on size was driven by Fama’s (1998) demonstration that               

anomalies tend to disappear when studying larger firms and Hou et al.’s (2017) claim that               

microcaps tend to drive the results in anomaly-studies. Our results not only fail to confirm               

these claims but also provide evidence that contradict them directly. Microcaps are the             

worst-performing stocks in our sample and do not drive the results. If anything, microcaps              

appear to be negatively driving the results for the total sample.  

 

These results are surprising since small firms usually demonstrate greater abnormal returns in             

anomaly research than large firms do (Fama & French 2008). Why do our results contradict               

this general trend? We speculate that it may be due to the intrinsic differences between the                

share repurchase anomaly and other anomalies. Small companies may repurchase shares for            

very different reasons than large firms do. The most cited reason to repurchase shares is that                

it is a good investment in the absence of other, better, investments. Furthermore, the majority               

of executives believe they are able to repurchase shares at a price lower than its intrinsic                

value (Brav et al. 2005). Large, mature firms are more likely to be short on large positive                 
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NPV projects than small companies are and may therefore be more likely to repurchase              

shares if these are undervalued. A possible explanation for the return-difference between            

small and large firms, then, could be that large and medium-sized firms repurchase shares              

because they are undervalued to a greater extent than small firms do. In a similar manner,                

small firms may be more likely to repurchase shares to protect themselves from hostile              

takeovers than large firms are since they are an easier target than large firms are. If that is the                   

case, a portion of the share repurchases made by small companies may have nothing to do                

with the valuation of the firm and would therefore not lead to an abnormal return over the                 

following years. All these explanations are hypothetical and there is, to our knowledge, no              

empirical evidence supporting them. However, this line of reasoning is still relevant to             

illustrate the point that the reasons why large firms repurchase shares may be different from               

the reasons why small firms do.  

 

We also observe a statistically significant difference in cumulative abnormal return between            

large and medium-sized firms. Not only is the total 48 month-return greater among the              

medium-sized firms (20.13% compared to large firms’ 14.34%), but the time it takes for the               

price correction to take place is also longer for the medium-sized firms, as observed in the                

return in month 37-48. This suggests that the initial underreaction to the announcement is              

greater among medium-sized firms or possibly that the signal should be assigned a greater              

value when coming from a medium-sized firm. A possible explanation for this difference             

could be the differing levels of market efficiency in different firm sizes. Larger firms are, on                

average, subject to more analyst coverage and greater trading volumes and are therefore             

likely to be priced more efficiently than their medium-sized counterparts (Kothari 2001). This             

implies that medium-sized firms are more likely to experience greater mispricing of their             

shares than large firms are. This would give managers of medium-sized firms opportunity to              

repurchase shares at a discount more easily than managers of large firms can, which could               

help to explain differences in abnormal returns. The problem with this argument is that it               

could be made for small firms as well. Small firms experience, on average, even less analyst                

coverage and even lower trading volumes than all other firms and should therefore be even               

more likely to be mispriced. This is where the empirical evidence of this study can no longer                 

be explained by differing levels of market efficiency. More research would be required to              

explain these differences, particularly focusing on the stated reason for the repurchase. 
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5. Conclusion 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the long-term performance of companies that              

announce share repurchases and to assess whether the magnitude of the anomaly differs             

depending on firm size.  

 

We find strong support for the underreaction hypothesis ‒ the market seems to value share               

repurchase announcements conservatively. The full sample (P-All) yields an abnormal return           

of 15.76 percent, significant at the 1 percent level, and we can therefore confirm H1 ‒                

repurchasing firms outperform the market in the long-term. We control for the effect of repeat               

repurchasing firms and find that these do not drive the results. This implies that the initial                

reaction to the announcements of share repurchases is too small, a finding consistent with              

previous research (e.g. Ikenberry et al. 1995; Peyer & Vermaelen 2009; Råsbrant 2013). The              

apparent underreaction to the announcement is corrected over the four years following the             

announcement, with the largest corrections occurring more than a year after the            

announcement. This is a clear contradiction to the semi-strong version of the EMH, which              

proposes that all publicly available information is priced and that no abnormal returns can be               

made by trading on such information. Contrary to the premises of the EMH, our findings               

indicate that investing in repurchasing firms is an investment strategy that outperforms the             

market.  

 

With regards to our second hypothesis, we find that portfolios P100-80 and P80-50 yield an               

abnormal return of 14.34 percent and 20.13 percent respectively, significant 1 percent level.             

P50-0 yields a four-year cumulative return of 6.61 percent but is not significantly different              

from zero. These results were significantly different from each other at the 5 percent level or                

less. We therefore reject H2 and conclude that the anomaly differs in magnitude depending on               

firm size and is insignificant among small firms. We find no support for the notion that                

microcaps risk exaggerating the results in our thesis, as argued by Fama and French (2008)               

and Hou et al. (2017). Quite contrary, small firms perform significantly worse than             

medium-sized and large firms in our sample. We explore several possible explanations for             

this. The main one is what makes the share repurchase-anomaly different from other             
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anomalies. First of all, small firms repurchase shares to a lesser extent than large and               

medium-sized firms do (23% of the firms in our sample are firms that were smaller than the                 

median on the Stockholm Stock Exchange) and are therefore underrepresented in the sample.             

The logical consequence of this is that small firms are less likely to drive the results due to                  

their underrepresentation. However, this does not explain why the 45 small firms performed             

significantly worse than 153 large and medium-sized firms. Contrary to our findings, we             

expected small firms to perform better than large firms since they enjoy less analyst coverage               

and are more likely to be undervalued. The explanation may lie in why firms of different                

sizes repurchase their shares. It is possible that large firms are more likely to be mature                

companies with a shortage of large interesting investments than small firms are and that they               

therefore repurchase shares if these are undervalued to a greater extent than their smaller              

counterparts do. However, we have no empirical evidence to provide support for such             

explanations and further research would be required to investigate these queries. 

 

5.1 Limitations and suggestions for future research 

There are a few limitations in our study that have effects on the results and that can be                  

improved in future research. The method we use in the study estimates the monthly              

cross-sectional abnormal returns and then cumulates these to calculate the yearly abnormal            

returns. This method does not compound the returns and is therefore a conservative             

measurement of the actual return. A second limitation is the data used in the study. All data                 

on share repurchase announcements are gathered from NASDAQ’s official website, which           

does not include 100 percent of all repurchases on the Swedish Stock Exchange. To study the                

full sample, future studies would need to use AffärsData and companies’ websites like             

Råsbrant (2013). A third limitation is the use of a single method. As Fama (1998) points out,                 

abnormal returns can vary greatly depending on what method is used. As a way around this                

issue, many studies use more than one method, something we choose not to do due to the                 

time-restrictions associated with the thesis. The consequence of this choice is that we are              

unable to assess how accurately the RATS model estimates the abnormal returns.  
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There are many questions left unanswered in this thesis that could be topics for future               

research. The main query this thesis has raised is why small firms perform worse than large                

firms and that would be an interesting topic for future research. Such a study would be wise                 

to include information on the motivation for the share repurchase decision and investigate             

whether the returns differs depending on the reason for the repurchase.  

 

Finally, another possible research topic could be to dive deeper into the period preceding the               

announcement. Peyer and Vermaelen (2009) study the six months leading up to the share              

repurchase announcement and find that the worse a firm performed before the share             

repurchase, the greater the abnormal return over the following four years. Although Råsbrant             

(2013) also studies the months leading up to the announcement, more research on the topic               

could help test Peyer and Vermaelen’s (2009) overreaction to negative new hypothesis ‒ that              

the share repurchase is a response to the market’s overreaction to previous bad news. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A - Yearly Portfolio Size Breakpoints 
The Appendix displays the yearly size breakpoints used to sort the sample into the three 

portfolios.. All numbers are displayed in million SEK.  

 
Date 80th Percentile 50th Percentile 

2004-12-31 6230.36 775.9 
2005-12-31 9312.792 1271.92 
2006-12-31 14201.974 1714.24 
2007-12-31 11030.17 1297.93 
2008-12-31 5088.684 730.115 
2009-12-31 7653.3 1087.915 
2010-12-31 11473.372 1412.9 
2011-12-31 10522.55 1149.92 
2012-12-31 11452.02 1385.8 
2013-12-31 15727.776 1956.16 
2014-12-31 17079.59 1968.38 
2015-12-31 19676.624 2951.59 
2016-12-31 21483.478 3850.78 

Average 12379.44 1657.97 
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Appendix B - Monthly Abnormal Return 
Monthly Abnormal Returns (AR) and Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CAR) for all the 

portfolios used in the study. 

 

Month Portfolio 50-0 Portfolio 80-50 Portfolio 100-80 Portfolio All 

 AR CAR AR CAR AR CAR AR CAR 

1 3.52% 3.52% 0.07% 0.07% -1.78% -1.78% 0.14% 0.14% 

2 -2.05% 1.46% 0.31% 0.38% -0.14% -1.92% -0.38% -0.24% 

3 0.43% 1.89% 0.73% 1.11% 0.99% -0.93% 1.04% 0.80% 

4 1.65% 3.54% -0.11% 1.01% 0.97% 0.04% 0.58% 1.37% 

5 -2.42% 1.12% 2.60% 3.61% -0.27% -0.23% 0.22% 1.60% 

6 -1.95% -0.83% 1.11% 4.72% -0.56% -0.79% -0.21% 1.38% 

7 0.49% -0.34% -1.64% 3.08% -0.32% -1.11% -0.47% 0.91% 

8 -0.28% -0.62% -1.06% 2.02% 1.04% -0.07% -0.10% 0.81% 

9 0.66% 0.04% 0.24% 2.26% -0.54% -0.61% 0.19% 1.00% 

10 3.15% 3.19% -0.07% 2.19% 0.06% -0.55% 0.44% 1.44% 

11 -0.24% 2.95% -1.62% 0.57% 0.81% 0.27% -0.32% 1.11% 

12 -2.86% 0.09% 1.00% 1.57% 0.23% 0.49% 0.11% 1.23% 

13 -2.31% -2.22% 0.04% 1.60% 0.45% 0.94% -0.30% 0.93% 

14 -1.73% -3.94% -0.14% 1.46% -1.08% -0.14% -0.86% 0.07% 

15 -0.85% -4.80% -0.42% 1.04% 0.57% 0.43% -0.14% -0.06% 

16 -0.29% -5.09% 0.58% 1.62% 0.28% 0.71% 0.18% 0.12% 

17 0.95% -4.14% 2.15% 3.77% -0.43% 0.28% 1.21% 1.33% 

18 0.57% -3.57% 1.44% 5.21% 1.41% 1.68% 1.10% 2.42% 

19 -0.75% -4.32% 0.92% 6.13% 0.44% 2.13% 0.51% 2.93% 

20 0.09% -4.22% -0.66% 5.47% 0.10% 2.22% -0.04% 2.89% 

21 4.24% 0.02% 1.57% 7.04% 1.53% 3.75% 1.81% 4.71% 

22 0.14% 0.16% 0.82% 7.86% 2.16% 5.92% 1.26% 5.96% 

23 2.14% 2.30% -0.14% 7.72% 1.03% 6.95% 0.80% 6.76% 

24 -0.15% 2.15% 2.43% 10.15% 0.44% 7.39% 0.92% 7.68% 

25 1.03% 3.18% -0.10% 10.05% -0.25% 7.14% 0.20% 7.88% 

26 0.69% 3.87% -0.67% 9.38% 1.13% 8.27% 0.41% 8.30% 

27 -1.50% 2.37% -0.69% 8.68% -0.40% 7.87% -0.73% 7.57% 
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28 1.50% 3.86% 0.67% 9.35% -0.93% 6.94% 0.24% 7.81% 

29 1.23% 5.09% 0.49% 9.84% -0.31% 6.63% 0.53% 8.34% 

30 0.75% 5.84% 1.39% 11.23% 2.28% 8.91% 1.38% 9.72% 

31 0.44% 6.28% -0.62% 10.61% 1.38% 10.29% 0.20% 9.92% 

32 1.24% 7.52% 0.36% 10.97% 0.66% 10.95% 0.62% 10.53% 

33 -0.84% 6.67% -2.17% 8.80% 1.55% 12.50% -0.24% 10.30% 

34 -0.74% 5.93% 0.38% 9.18% -1.07% 11.43% -0.41% 9.89% 

35 0.12% 6.05% 2.29% 11.46% 1.04% 12.47% 1.42% 11.31% 

36 -1.91% 4.14% 0.03% 11.49% 0.98% 13.45% -0.23% 11.08% 

37 0.11% 4.25% 0.05% 11.54% -0.81% 12.64% -0.25% 10.83% 

38 -0.69% 3.57% 0.61% 12.15% -0.29% 12.35% 0.26% 11.08% 

39 1.85% 5.41% -0.35% 11.80% 0.22% 12.57% 0.46% 11.55% 

40 0.93% 6.35% -0.35% 11.45% -0.15% 12.42% 0.00% 11.55% 

41 -0.10% 6.25% 1.85% 13.30% 1.79% 14.21% 1.14% 12.69% 

42 -0.07% 6.18% 0.55% 13.85% 1.32% 15.53% 0.74% 13.43% 

43 -1.47% 4.72% 1.38% 15.22% -0.48% 15.05% -0.09% 13.33% 

44 1.34% 6.06% 0.67% 15.90% 0.15% 15.20% 0.60% 13.93% 

45 -0.90% 5.16% -0.54% 15.36% -0.01% 15.19% -0.43% 13.50% 

46 0.35% 5.51% 1.32% 16.67% -0.87% 14.32% 0.63% 14.13% 

47 0.79% 6.30% -0.05% 16.62% 0.41% 14.74% 0.36% 14.49% 

48 0.31% 6.61% 3.51% 20.13% -0.40% 14.34% 1.27% 15.76% 
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Appendix C - Repeat Repurchasing Firms vs Single-time 
Repurchasing Firms 
Yearly cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) for the companies that made repeat share 
repurchases and single-time repurchases. 
 

Months Repeat Repurchasing Firms Single-time repurchasing firms 

1 to 12 0.87% 4.06% 

12 to 24 6.13%** 5.85% 

24 to 36 3.55% 2.23% 

36 to 48 4.73%* 6.19% 

1 to 48 15.28%** 18.33%* 
 

Note: One asterisk (*) means the result is significant at the 5 percent level. Two asterisks (**) 
means the result is significant at the 1 percent level. 
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